Svasara Jungle Lodge, Tadoba
Segregating Waste and Saying Goodbye to Plastic

Svasara Jungle Lodge encourages its guests to segregate waste into three streams – food, recyclable and non-recyclable - through briefing and colour coded bins.

To cut down on plastic waste, thermoses with safe drinking water purified by reserve osmosis are provided in all guest rooms and on safari. Water in plastic bottles is sold at a premium to discourage use.

Replacing 30ml plastic toiletry bottles with refillable table-top and wall-mounted dispensers for toiletries is a second initiative which has cut down plastic waste dramatically.

The lodge also actively seeks out eco-friendly alternatives elsewhere and uses:

- Bamboo cocktail stirrers
- Steel cutlery instead of plastic for picnics
- Bamboo baskets for laundry
- Paper drinking straws instead of plastic.